
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP



TED is a nonprofit organization devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading, usually in 
the form of short, powerful talks (18 minutes or fewer) delivered by today’s 
leading thinkers and doers. Many of these talks are given at TED’s annual 
conference in Vancouver, British Columbia, and made available, free, on TED.
com. TED speakers have included Bill Gates, Jane Goodall, Elizabeth Gilbert, 



In the spirit of “ideas worth spreading,” TEDx is a 
program of local, self-organized events that bring 
people together to share a TED-like experience. At a 
TEDx event, TED Talks video and live speakers combine 
to spark deep discussion and connection. The TED 
Conference provides general guidance for the TEDx 
program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized. 
(Subject to certain rules and regulations.)

Deep Discussion 
& Connection



TEDxEmilyCarrU is an independently organized 
TED event co-branded with Emily Carr University 
of Art + Design, licensed by TED. A one day 
conference hosting a series of TEDx Talks for 
a curate audience of thinkers and doers in the 
community.

Emily Carr University sets the stage for innovators 
across fields to spark insightful conversations that 
make their ideas stronger. We strive to integrate 
Emily Carr’s core values of constant evolution, 
advancement in unique fields, and interdisciplinary 
experimentation while involving the Emily Carr 
community (hailing from 50+ countries) and fusing 
Vancouver’s local and international fabric.



A Perfect Platform To

Connect with like-minded individuals who share 
your core values.

Initiate collaborations that have lasting 

Test your ideas for the future. Be as creative as 
possible and dream up value-adding ways to reach 
your audience.

Spark authentic dialogue and build human connection.

share your vision

be the catalyst

do something new

engage with the community



TEDx 
Community 
Reach 

*Statistics : the State of the X presentation by Jay Herratti, 
Will Davis, and Frederica Yosifov at TEDFest 2018.

Design altered by TEDxEmilyCarrU 2019 Design Lead 

170 
countries

2,900 
organizers

3,800 
events

22,000 
speakers

600,000 
attendees

10 million 
subscribers

1 billion 
online views



The Partner 
Philosophy

We want our supporters to play an active role in  
making TEDxEmilyCarrU a success, a project that  
we’re investing in together.

Partners, not Sponsors

Beyond the typical showcase, we want to maximize 
the impact of your branding and messaging by 
facilitating relationships with individuals who will 
have a real stake in getting to know you better. 

Focusing on Impact



Creative  
Partnership

To give your brand the effectiveness it deserves, TEDxEmilyCarrU 
can help you find new and meaningful ways of actualizing your 
mission with the community. Have a concept or idea you want to 
carry out but never had the platform to? We would love to work 
with you to create the opportunity.

Past partnerships have included interactive installations, hosted 
forums, innovation showcases, pop-up labs, visits to organizations, 
and more!



Reception (Food beverage)

Venue (Furniture decoration)

AV production 

Services

Discounts

Workshops

Apparel

Equipment

Exhibits/Demos 

Webcast

Printing

Cash donations

What You Can Provide



Partner Benefits
As part of our collaboration, we want to work with 
you to infuse the right combination of added benefits 
that works best for the aims of your brand.

• Company logo on printed guide, ranking of logo placement on printed 

materials

• Branded items featured in the venue

• Company and logo link on TEDxEmilyCarrU website

• Branded items for gift bags.

• Explicit on-stage mention of the TEDxEmilyCarrU host during the event 

• Company logo on pre-roll of our talk videos on the official TED Youtube 

channel.

• Company logo on printed materials at the event banners, posters, etc.

• Complimentary tickets for the event.

• TEDxAdventures - host tours and activities before the event.   




